Respond smarter and faster
with hybrid cloud.

You have ambition

Grow

Serve customers
better, on-demand.
Increase value of
customer contacts.
Extend into
new markets.

Acceleration
Reduce time-tomarket. Respond
quickly to events.
Make smarter
decisions faster.

Transform

Innovative

Digital
transformation.
Supply chain
efficiency. Lean
manufacturing.
Optimise processes.

Find smart solutions
to challenges. Launch
fast or fail fast and
move on.

Protect

Safeguard data.
Protect reputation.
Ensure availability.
Manage risk. Fend off
disruptors.

We can help you achieve your ambitions

Agile innovation

Customer loyalty

Business insight

To test and experiment
more quickly

Better customer service in
more flexible way

Real time data to transform
your business

Employee engagement

Process efficiency

Minimised risk

Help employees be more
productive anywhere, anytime

Your ERP or core business
systems performing better and
more cost effectively

Secure your business
from threats

by putting cloud
at the core of your business

Meet some of our clients

We helped Fujifilm innovate for
their customers with a cloud based
picture platform.

We’re helping A.S.O. transform race
data from the Tour de France into a
revolutionary spectator experience with
a cloud analytics platform.

We helped one of the world’s largest hospitality
companies keep their guests coming back with
cloud-based customer service.

We gave world leaders secure
communications at the G20 Summit with a
cloud desktop for just as long as they needed.

We helped an African mining company
streamline their business processes by moving
their SAP to the cloud.

Our cloud technology to accelerate your ambition

We can cover every possible permutation
of private and public cloud. In your
data centre, ours, or both. Including
managed on-site and hosted IT, and
third-party cloud services. And integrate
it all into a unified eco-system.

We can help you along with

Consulting and professional
services to assess, plan,
migrate, optimise, and govern
your cloud.

We’ll keep you in command
with CloudControl™.

And if you like, we can do
everything for you on our
Managed Cloud Platform.

For an integrated solution
We’ll surround your cloud with all the enabling technologies

Data Centres

Networking

Security

Support Services

Managed Services

Outsourcing

So if you believe you can do anything, we’re here to help you do it
@DimensionData

www.dimensiondata.com
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